
New York Times Crossword

Cryptoclassic by J.N. Williams
(Solution next Sunday)

1 Festival of
Colors celebrant

6 Mission to
remember

11 Whip
15 “Goldarn it!”
19 Orchestra

section behind
the violas

20 Canon
competitor

21 Former QB Tony
22 Treat embossed

with its name
23 “Anchorman”

= ? (1976) + ?
(1980)

25 An “A” in
history?

26 Hankering
27 The forest,

as opposed
to the trees

28 “Rear Window”
= ? (2004) + ?
(2014)

31 Big, big, big
33 E.-W. line
34 Best in mental

competition
35 Like three men

of rhyme
39 Big Ten sch.

whose mascot
is an anthropo-
morphic nut

41 Foresight
44 “Silence of

the Lambs” =
? (1946) + ?
(1960)

47 Rockettes
motions

52 One-named
singer with
No. 1 hits in
1965 and 1999

53 Bikini blast,
briefly

54 Yves’s yes
56 Smith of

Fox News
57 Top dogs
60 Brewing need
63 Split base?
65 Cry of

desperation
68 “Transformers”

= ? (2000) + ?
(1992)

70 Dept. of Justice
heads

73 Lofty
standards

75 “Me first” sort
76 Uncle with a top

hat and tie
77 “Jurassic Park”

= ? (1997) + ?
(1975)

80 James who
played TV’s
Marshal Dillon

82 Third place
83 City across the

Missouri from
Council Bluffs

85 Quarantine
89 Scads
90 California’s

Big ____
92 Maker of the

golden calf,
in Exodus

95 Shakespeare’s
stream

96 Keys in
98 “Twister” =

? (2004) + ?
(2013)

103Cracker Jack
ingredient

105One tick, briefly
106Frederick

Forsyth’s
“The ____ File”

107Kind of code
111“Facts First”

sloganeer
113“Sexy” Beatles

woman
115“Dumb and

Dumber” =
? (2007) + ?
(1979)

119Passes, as time
123Bit of physics
124Manlike monster
125“The Poseidon

Adventure” =
? (1956) + ?
(1984)

128Sylvester’s
speech feature

129Villagers
victimized by
the Grinch

130Florida tourist
attraction

131Dad who
says “D’oh!”

132Pool event
133Dupes
134In position
135Some beams

1 Sweets
2 “____ to differ”
3 Fa or la
4 Mountain ____

(some sodas)
5 Uniform

entertainment?
6 Target for

an angry
Chihuahua

7 Removes from
a box, say

8 Alias introducer

9 Choosy ones,
in Jif ads

10 N.B.A. great
with size 22
shoes

11 Frenzied
12 Only
13 All in front?
14 Bit of baby

talk
15 Uncertainty
16 Shower of

the way
17 Silents star

whose name
is an anagram
of 112-Down

18 Travel, as
thou might

24 Certain
wedding
officiant

29 Apt radio call
letters for a
beach town

30 Babe magnet
32 Caesar’s “to be”
35 Creep (along)
36 Lower

Manhattan area
37 Rates ____

(is perfect)
38 Dangerous

juggling prop
40 “____-daisy!”
42 Set one’s

sights on
43 Slip in lieu

of a chip
45 Without a

contract
46 Editorial

override

48 “... but who
____?”

49 Mayhem
50 Mount ____,

second-highest
peak in Africa

51 Big jerk
55 Birds with long,

curved beaks
58 Pittsburgh-

based food
company

59 Radio format
61 Equal, in math
62 Long tale
64 “Don’t ____

surprised”
66 Primarily

study
67 Jack of old

westerns
69 Alternative to

sending to jail
70 No longer

on deck
71 Not

tomboyish
72 Brownstone

hangout
74 Dallas-based

carrier: Abbr.
78 Stud fee?
79 Who wrote,

“All great
truths begin as
blasphemies”

81 Many a worker
in ancient Rome

84 Some small
batteries

86 Sister company
of Budget

87 Little ones

88 One-named
Irish singer

91 1980 Olympics
boycotter

93 Some Crown
Royal offerings

94 Academy
nomination

97 Prep for
the ring

99 Title for
Meghan Markle

100Sicily’s
Mount ____

101Churns up
102Long Island

university
104Jabs, in a way
107Writing

attributed to
King David

108Protruding part
of the body

109Presume,
informally

110Lure
112Niamey’s

land
114Daft
116Ottoman

title
117Tiniest sip
118Mature
120Pig
121“Roll Tide!”

school
122River flooded in

W.W.I to thwart
the Germans

126Signature
Obama
legislation,
for short

127Store-door
posting: Abbr.

Word Game (Solution below)

Today’s Word: RAMPANTLY

(RAMPANTLY: RAM-pent-lee: Without restraint.)

Can you find 59 or more words in RAMPANTLY?

Average mark: 40 words. Time limit: 60 minutes.

ramp
rampant
rant
rapt
raptly
alarm
altar
amply
apart
aptly

army
arty
maar
malt
malty
manly
manta
mantra
many
marl

mart
myna
palm
palmar
palmy
paltry
pant
pantry
panty
parlay

part
partly
party
plan
planar
plant
plantar
plat
platy
play

playa
pram
pray
napalm
nary
natal
tamp
tapa
tarn
tarp

tram
tramp
trampy
trap
tray
lama
lamp
layman
yarn

Janric Sudoku Rating: Silver

Fill in the blank cells
using numbers 1 to 9.
Each number can
appear only once in
each row, column,
and 3x3 block. Use
logic and process
of elimination to
solve the puzzle. The
difficulty level ranges
from Bronze (easiest)
to Gold (hardest).
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Solution

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK’S PUZZLE
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Movie ‘M*A*S*H’ ‘Up’
By Patrick Merrell
Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS

DOWN

Last Sunday’s: To the man whose senses are
alive and alert, there is not even the need to stir
from one’s threshold. — Henry Miller

U M B G Y I T D U Y W D X U Y L Q

E Y F M D X K I D W D X ’ T

M D C O E T D X G E M I X

F Y W Z V D O X M I ’ T X Y E E M I

W D X T M I W D L L O I G ? —

C D L C L D T E L I O T D X G

Quote Cryptogram
By Rebecca Kornbluh (solution next Sunday)

The Newsday Crossword and the TV chart appear on H15.

I f there is one thing Mumbi
Dunjwa knows for sure, it’s that
curly hair loves moisture.

When properly hydrated, it is
soft and manageable. It glistens

and glows. And, most important, the
curls — whether tightly coiled or
loose and flowing — are smooth and
perfectly defined. Frizz is a nonissue.

Dunjwa took this undeniable black
hair-care fact and married it with a
serious chemistry. The result:
Naturaz, a curly girl product line
available in 12 ShopRites and Fresh
Grocers throughout the Philadelphia
region.

“I’m passionate about helping
women and children love their hair,”
said Dunjwa, 45, who lives in
Collegeville. “It’s about helping black
women find the right products and
the right tools so they never have to
feel like they have to hide the beauty
of their curl.”

The five products in the Naturaz
collection — a conditioning shampoo,
styling moisturizer,
rehydrating mist and
detangler, curl-defining gel,
and curl-defining cream —
are infused with
awesome-for-the-coils coconut
oil and Aloe vera extracts.
Dunjwa’s products are also
heavy on minerals: calcium,
magnesium, selenium that not
only nourish and strengthen
black and white women’s
curly hair, but also stimulate
hair growth. That’s important
because the one thing the
curly girl knows well is
breakage. Naturaz is decently
priced, as in it’s a little more
pricey than Organic Roots
Stimulator, but not as
expensive as Carol’s Daughter
or Miss Jessie’s. The styling
gel and creams are $12.99.
Shampoo is $14.99 Dunjwa’s
hair-care endeavors are
noteworthy for two reasons.

First, Dunjwa is a black
woman from Kenya. In the
last 10 years, black women
have been at the forefront of

building companies that sell products
that specifically nourish their natural
— as in not straightened with heat or
chemicals — hair. Still the brands
most readily available in drugstores
and big-box chains, including Carol’s
Daughter, which was acquired by
L’Oreal in 2014, are majority-owned.

“Who better understands how our
hair behaves better than we do?”
Dunjwa said. “We understand its
beauty. Its structure. It’s up to us to
know how to harness the curl.”

But the real coup is that Dunjwa is
a bona fide chemist. Dunjwa holds a
bachelor’s degree in chemistry and
nuclear medicine technology from
Worcester State University as well as a
master’s degree in information systems
from Carnegie Mellon University. She
spent more than a decade working as
a consultant in research and
development within the

pharmaceuticals industry before she
began looking for ways to combine
her two loves: science and health.

She turned her expertise to hair.
Dunjwa has never had a relaxer,
although she has been to salons that
she said had a hard time grooming
her virgin mane. However, among
friends and family, not only did she
see an uncanny amount of breakage,
split-ends, hair loss, and hair
thinning, these same women battled
low self-esteem. And this wasn’t just
an issue for American black women,
it was epidemic throughout the world.
For a myriad of social and cultural
reasons, black women just didn’t feel
good about their naturally curly hair.

Dunjwa began mixing her own
formulations — all of which she owns
— and wrote a business plan back in
the early 2000s. But at the dawn of
the curly girl movement, it was hard
to find investors. Then the recession
hit. In 2010, she couldn’t wait for cash
anymore and decided to test her
products in the community,
soft-launching her brand. She pitched
the brand to the local ShopRite and
Fresh Grocer franchises, and by 2016,
Naturaz was available in stores.

Business has been slow but steady;
to date she’s sold upward of 10,000
units in the grocery stores and online.
This year, she says, she hopes to
expand beyond the Philadelphia
market. But that will take help from
investors.

Ultimately, however, Dunjwa wants
to do her part to make sure that
black women love their strong,
healthy, natural hair and not be
inhibited by straight hairstyles. And,
even more important, she hopes her
7-year-old daughter is never faced
with the pressure to relax or not
relax.

“I want young children to fully
accept who they are and know the
hair she was divinely given is
perfectly suited to who she is,”
Dunjwa said.
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Chemistry creds beget curly-hair care
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Mumbi Dunjwa, owner of Naturaz, holds a
bachelor’s degree in chemistry. Courtesy of Mumbi Dunjwa

The five products in the Naturaz collection
are infused with awesome-for-the-coils
coconut oil and Aloe vera extracts.
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